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GSTF EXPANDS ONLINE CERTIFICATION COURSES
Today Global Science & Technology Forum (GSTF) launched an online “Certification in Cloud Computing (CCC)” course
as a new initiative to offer interactive e-learning contents for corporate and industrial world from a team of in-house
professionals and experts on cloud computing.
Certification in Cloud Computing (CCC) will impart the participants the ability to understand the principles and
foundations of cloud computing, various types of clouds, and current cloud offerings that they can make use; the skills to
identify potential benefits and risks of cloud computing, and the ability to evaluate cloud’s basic offerings. The program
will provide participants essential skills to understand the concepts of cloud computing as well the technologies and
framework that support cloud computing, the ability to apply cloud computing, and the ability examine and recommend
suitability of, as well as implications of, cloud computing for a given application considering several technical and nontechnical aspects.
GSTF offers instructor lead courses in Singapore and through GSTF partners in the region in Cloud Computing, Business
Analytics, Big Data, Data Quality & Governance, and Green IT and certification programs in Certified Cloud Computing
Associate, Certified Cloud Computing Specialist, Certified Cloud Computing Professional, Certified Business Analytics
Specialist, Certified Information Quality Associate, Certified Information Quality Professional, Certified Information
Governance Professional, Certified Green IT Associate, Certified Green IT Specialist, Certified Green IT Professional.
GSTF will be launching additional on line courses and certification programs in the coming months.

Forthcoming GSTF E-learning courses are




GreenIT
Big-Data
Data Scientist

About GSTF
Since 2008, GSTF has dedicated to promoting research and development and offers an inter-disciplinary intellectual
platform for top notch scientists, researchers, academics and industry professionals in Asia Pacific to actively consult,
network and collaborate with their counterparts across the globe. GSTF has been administering nearly 40 international
conferences on an annual basis, publishes 31 international journals (mostly quarterly), training and certification
programs in Information Technology (IT), publishes books, maintains an on line library (GSTF Digital Library) amongst
other academic activities. There are nearly 1000 academics from leading Universities (including NUS, University of
California-Berkeley, UCLA, Carnegie Mellon University, Oxford University, Cambridge University, Purdue University)
involved in the various committees (program committee/editorial board) of GSTF. GSTF partners with 34 universities
and another 63 universities partner with GSTF on various conferences.
For more information, please visit http://globalstf.org/elearning.php or contact Dr. Sundar at elearning@globalstf.org.

